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ABC to verify I-COM Global Summit Awards 2018

October 5th, 2017 – I-COM Global is pleased to announce that ABC UK will once again 
verify  its three competitions: the I-COM Data Creativity Awards, the Data Science 
Hackathon and the Smart Data Awards. The competitions, aimed at awarding the most 
creative people and companies in the Smart Data Marketing industry, will take place 
before and during the I-COM Global Summit 2018, to be held in San Sebastian, from 9 to 
12 April, 2018. 
! Known as the media industry’s stamp  of trust, ABC  sets industry-agreed standards 
for media brand measurement across print, digital and events, verifying data, processes 
and good practice to  industry-agreed standards. Its role within the I-COM Global Summit 
will be to audit all the steps of the judging process and independently  crosscheck and 
verify  the results of each round of judging for the three competitions. A measure that I-
COM proudly  implemented last year in order to guarantee and provide additional 
transparency and accuracy to the final results. 
! According to I-COM Chairman, Andreas Cohen, "I-COM Global is committed to 
excellence in everything we do and because of that we are once again teaming up with the 
media industry’s well known independent certifier - ABC UK, to ensure our participants that 
the results of the Data Creativity  Awards, the Data Science Hackathon and the Smart Data 
Awards competitions are verified and accurate”. 

! The 6th edition of the I-COM Data Creativity Awards is now open for entries and it 
comprises ten award categories and twelve awards - http://www.i-com.org/data-creativity-
awards-overview-2018. 

For more information about the I-COM Global Summit 2018 and about the I-COM Data 
Creativity Awards, Data Science Hackathon and Smart Data Awards, please visit http://
www.i-com.org/awards-overview-2017/. 
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About I-COM

I-COM's mission is to help our members achieve competitive advantage in Smart Data 
Marketing. I-COM was founded in 2004, a spin-off of a P&G led industry initiative. Backed 
by 100 associations in 40 countries, today, I-COM is a Global trade body exploring the 
creation of business value from Marketing Data & Measurement.

The I-COM community is comprised of the largest international group of industry leaders 
on the forefront of Smart Data Marketing. They come from Fortune 500 companies across 
the Marketing value chain and hold diverse roles, ranging from CMOs to top Data 
Scientists.

Through I-COM's global network, our members are able to keep right up-to-date and 
connected to the latest innovations and initiatives that are happening across the world – 
throughout the year. They learn and share through I-COM's intimate and insightful forums, 
as well as prestigious Awards competitions that showcase meaningful innovation, and 
work toward achieving consensus on best practices. 

More information at www.i-com.org. 

For any press inquiries, please contact I-COM PR Manager, Sara Rego, at sr@i-com.org.
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